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The product from this operation will be fine silver, and the residues will consist of gold, platinum, and other impurities. The other class of bullion is to be largely gold, as at present, selected for electrolytic treatment in a gold-chloride solution. The residues from each process would pass to the other for final treatment. Work is now being done, looking to the realisation of this scheme." In 1905, the Director of the United States Mint stated that* " By persistent effort this has now been accomplished, and the energy obtained from a few bushels of coal in the form of an electric current is made to do the work of dray loads of expensive acids. Bore bars are successfully refined in industrial establishments by the Moebius or similar processes, but since in mint practice (and, it may be added, in gold refining generally) silver has to he added to the gold and used as parting material, an economical process must require the minimum percentage of silver in the anodes." The percentage composition adopted was 30 per cent, gold and 70 per cent, silver, copper, lead, etc., or about the same composition as had previously been used for acid parting. The Director proceeds, " The electrolyte used is a 3 per cent, solution of silver nitrate in water, to which is added If per cent, free nitric acid. The tanks are of earthenware, 40 inches by 20 inches and 11 inches deep, in each of these are suspended from conducting-rods 41 anodes and -10 cathodes. The anodes are composed of 300 parts in 1,000 of <j»'old, the remaining 700 parts consisting of silver, copper, and other impurities 4is parting material. They are cast into bars 7-| inches long by 2V inches wide and J inch thick. The cathodes are stops of fine silver of the same length and width rolled to 0*016 inch thick.
"" Eight- n>lls HO equipped are connected up in series, and a current with a density of 0-05 ampere per square inch passes through the system. The .ulvcr and other soluble metals arc extracted from the anode by the combined action of the current and electrolyte, while the gold remains as a chocolate-brown substance sudiciently coherent to retain the original form of the anode. Meanwhile pure silver is deposited in a crystalline but coherent form on the cathode. Heretofore a coherent deposit has not been obtained in the Moebius .and other processes in commercial use, being non-adherent crystalline granules, which fall from the cathode to the bottom of the cell.
"" The deposit in a coherent form is due to a happy observation of the melter and refiner (Dr. ]). K. Tuttle), in which it was" discovered that the addition of a very small amount of a colloid, such as gelatine, to the electrolyte changed completely the nature of the deposit, so that the c vertical system' of anodes and cathodes became for the first time possible. The cathodes are washed with water, melted without fluxes, and cast into bars."
It may be noted that a similar addition of a colloid substance, usually #luc, is made to the bath in the electrolytic refining of copper. It is stated 2 that A. ('!. Betts was the first to employ this means on a large scale in his lead rofinin# process.
""The anodes retained presistently a small amount of silver, even if subjected to the action of the current after oxygen is freely evolved from their surfaces. ... if the action of the current be prolonged on the anodes after most of the silver has been dissolved, the nascent oxygen evolved will attack the spongy gold and produce a small but notable quantity o£ gold tefcroxide, soluble in concentrated nitric and sulphuric acids. It is deposited
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